Radclyffe Hall's The Well of Loneliness has long been read as stylistically inferior to novels by Hall's 'experimental' peers. Led by Virginia and Leonard Woolf, the dominant opinion has, to quote Terry Castle, sentenced Hall to a reputation of 'bad, bad, bad' writing.
, had achieved the 'unusual honour' of winning both the Prix Femina Vie Heureuse and the James Tait Black Memorial Prize in the year before the publication of The Well, it is evident that Hall was entirely capable of producing stylistically ambitious and appealing works of fiction. 10 For reasons I will go on to discuss, it is equally important to note that in the wake of her Adam's Breed triumph, Hall Virginia Woolf, on the other hand, was publically reserved in both dress and matters Sapphic. Unlike Hall, the 'shabby' Woolf had long suffered a 'clothes complex' or 'frock consciousness' and, in the words of biographer Hermione Lee, 'knew she would never be fashionable'. 12 At the time of The Well's first trial, when her own fame had for months been 'vulgar & a nuisance', Woolf was composing a 'discreet' essay on the relationship between Geraldine Jewsbury and Jane Carlyle ('Geraldine and Jane'), carefully evading any discussion of their intimacy. 13 Although she offered to testify in defence of The Well, Woolf were marking its author as 'not an inventive writer' and 'no more modern than Jane Austen'.
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The form of the novel's sentences, according to Woolf the Times Bookshop had sold all copies, and enthusiastic reviews had appeared in, among others, the Times Literary Supplement, the Daily Telegraph, and the Saturday Review. In spite of the considerable cost of a copy -15s was thought to reflect the high seriousness and inaccessibility of the novel's central theme -The Well attracted men and women from, in Hall's words, 'all classes of society'. 17 The portfolio of letters that Hall compiled in defence of her case included support from followers as diverse as 'medical man', 'clergyman', 'German lady' and 'married coal-miner'. Internationally, the appeal of the novel was such that Troubridge would later write:
What nobody foresaw was that the re-publication in Paris would be followed by translation into eleven languages, by the triumph of the book in the United
States of America and the sale of more than a million copies. The author herself would probably have felt less tired had she been able to look ahead, to read in advance some of the many thousands of letters that came to her later from men and women in every walk of life, of every age and every nationality in all parts of the world […] . She would have felt less tired had she known that fourteen years after publication The Well of Loneliness in America alone would have a steady annual sale of over one hundred thousand copies.
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Of course, the controversy surrounding The Well may account for the initial surge in its popularity -amusingly, the Daily Express reported the story of a man who sold his first edition for £3 10s following the book's withdrawal, making a profit of nearly 400 percentbut Hall's selected readers were nonetheless impressed by the 'beautifully written and absorbingly interesting book' (reader from New York) and appalled by the Daily Express's 'lurid sensations' ('married coal-miner').
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Thus, whilst its readability exposed the 'obscenity' of its theme, The Well evidently spoke to a mainstream audience in ways that more theoretical or abstrusely experimental texts would have failed to do. In writing a 'propaganda novel', as Hall termed it, the primary aim was not to showcase literary craft and innovation but to be 'entirely fearless' in the delivery of a vital ideological message:
Away with champions of the popular lost cause, unless they are ready to take up their pens in defence of the unpopular lost cause as well, then only can they lay claim to courage.
[…] It should be for a cause which seems to him so urgent that it fills him with a mighty will to conquer, so that he forgets about possible fame and thinks only of the cause for which he is writing; so that he values his literary skill and ultimate success only in as much as they may be of service to the purpose in hand by making his defence more adequate, by doing full justice to the subject he has chosen.
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Yet 'literary skill' was, after all, as essential as fearlessness. rather, the fact that a defence lawyer's claim for The Well as telling an oft-revisited story -in spite of its lesbian hero(ine) -was held up in court, to positive effect, as a plea for sympathy with its author suggests that the familiarity of the novel's narrative served to moderate or legitimise its otherwise 'unnatural' content.
Above all, by styling her 'propaganda novel' as an 'over-sentimental' Victorian romance, Hall symbolically houses her lesbian protagonist in the previously exclusive sphere of the heterosexual. The Well therefore makes a political statement about the position of lesbians, and of lesbian writing, that dares to strike its readers in ways more direct and profound than the audaciously avant-garde. Early biographer Lovat Dickson observed that, at the time of writing The Well, the 'romantic idea still dominated the novel', and it was therefore 'natural for [Hall] to invent the sort of background common to so many of the late Victorian and Edwardian novels she had read as a child and a young woman'. 22 Claudia Stillman Franks, similarly, has written that 'the old fashioned format for prose fiction suited [Hall] well enough', ultimately suggesting that Hall 'settled' for tradition rather than risking innovation or originality. 23 But Hall's adoption of an 'unremarkable' or 'palatable' formula does not indicate indolence or lack of imagination; on the contrary, we might read the decision to appropriate an ostensibly 'ordinary' genre as a well-planned tactical ploy. * * *
To consider literary genres as traditionally gendered territories is useful in this context, as the ' Victorian romance' designation -which naturally aligns Hall's novel with the feminine, the middlebrow, and the domestic -is clearly incongruous with The Well's content, which centres on the life of Stephen Gordon, a definitively masculine 'congenital invert'. As Katherine Mullin has observed, despite the canonical impact of works by a host of female writers (Woolf, Stein, H.D., Dorothy Richardson), modernism has all too often been presented as a 'virile and manly' movement. Certainly, The Well's detailed realism and attention to apparent trivialities immediately set the novel apart from the Victorian or 'old-fashioned' school.
26 Laura Green has argued that
Hall's novel is situated in an 'in-between' space where the Victorian and the modern overlap and interact. 27 Alternatively, we might claim that The Well's strength lies not in an 'inbetween' identity but rather in the means by which Hall adapts and transforms an accepted - Doan's discussion of the way in which 'various identities, categories, and theories jostle beside one another', with Hall creating a form of 'sexological "stew"' (p.
145) in her engagement with Havelock Ellis, Richard von Krafft-Ebing, and Karl Heinrich
Ulrichs, is altogether apposite here. Parallel to Doan's argument, not only would I argue that
Hall is aesthetically more sophisticated and astute than critics have suggested, but also -to appropriate Doan's phrasing -that The Well's take on the traditional romance narrative is served to its readers as a curiously digestible 'stylistic stew'. Derrida, in his essay on 'The Law of Genre ' (1980) , advances the theory that a text 'participates in' rather than 'belongs to' a specific genre. The French 'genre' refers, of course, to gender as well as literary genre, underlining correspondences with Doan's work:
I submit for your consideration the following hypothesis: a text cannot belong to no genre, it cannot be without or less a genre. Every text participates in one or several genres, there is no genreless text; there is always a genre and genres, yet such participation never amounts to belonging. 29 Derrida's hypothesis is useful here, as despite the 'Victorian romance' tag, Hall's novel ultimately presents problems to any close reader 'bent on classifying' (Derrida, p. 64).
Instances where The Well's narrative diverges from the (romantic) stylistic norm mark the novel as, like Stephen, a composite creation. 30 Interestingly, geographical shifts in The Well are often accompanied by changes in register: whereas events in England are characteristically outlined in purple prose, Stephen's relocation to Paris calls for an altogether more restrained narrative approach. The opening paragraph of the first Paris chapter (XXVIII) is in stark contrast to the beginning of the novel's third book heralding Stephen's arrival in London:
A pale glint of sunshine devoid of all warmth lay over the wide expanse of the river, touching the funnel of a passing tug that tore at the water like a clumsy harrow; but a field of water is not for the sowing, and the river closed back in the wake of the tug, deftly obliterating all traces of its noisy and foolish passing. The trees along the Chelsea Embankment bent and creaked in a sharp
March wind. The wind was urging the sap in their branches to flow with a more determined purpose, but the skin of their bodies was blackened and soot clogged so that when touched it left soot on the fingers, and knowing this they were always disheartened and therefore a little slow to respond to the urge of the wind -they were city trees, which are always somewhat disheartened. 31 It was Jonathan Brockett who had recommended the little hotel in the Rue St.
Roch, and when Stephen and Puddle arrived one evening that June, feeling rather tired and dejected, they found their sitting-room bright with rosesroses for Puddle -and on the table two boxes of Turkish cigarettes for
Stephen. Brockett, they learnt, had ordered these things by writing specially from London (p. 279).
The pointed dissimilarity between the elaborately personified trees of the first extract and the precise, unadorned roses in the second calls into question Souhami's claim that Hall was 'no 'rising and falling with all their leaves alight and the colour thickening from blue to the green of a hollow wave', in a style close to that adopted by Hall. 35 The considerable length of
Hall's sentences, in both quoted extracts, and the ubiquity of commas, semi-colons, and conjunctions as sentence openers throughout the novel urges the narrative forward with a fluidity that resembles Woolf's stream of consciousness:
But they beckoned; leaves were alive; trees were alive. And the leaves being connected by millions of fibres with his own body, there on the seat, fanned it up and down; when the branch stretched he, too, made that statement (Mrs.
Dalloway, p. 22).
And as though some mysterious cord stretched between them, Stephen's heart was troubled at that very moment; intolerably troubled because of Morton, the real home which might not be shared with Mary (The Well, p. 391).
Woolf and Hall construct natural and corporeal connections in much the same way; in both novels, the recurring sentence starter 'And' functions as a 'mysterious cord' that binds observations together and tugs paragraphs forwards. As Woolf's narrative voice is simultaneously third-person and belonging to the psychologically unstable Septimus -'leaves were alive; trees were alive' is the character's perception, not the narrator's -so too
Hall creates a disparity or irony in the space between her narrator and the events that she is relaying.
For Terry Castle, a prime example of Hall's 'gruesome' loftiness and 'enunciatory awfulness' (p. 395) can be found in the novel's early description of Lady Anna as 'the archetype of the very perfect woman' (p. 13 ). Yet Hall's narrator is not to be taken at her word. The voice mimics or parodies that of a romantic storyteller, introducing The Well as an 'ordinary' novel, but such 'hideous' (p. 395) writing is evidently not intended to be read straightforwardly. In the 'Nausicaa' episode of Ulysses (1922), Joyce parodies sentimental fiction, describing Gerty MacDowell as 'in very truth as fair a specimen of winsome Irish girlhood as one could wish to see'. 36 Any difference in style between the depictions of Hall's Anna and Joyce's Gerty is difficult to detect: essentially, both writers introduce their character in a tone and register in which the character would wish to be introduced. But whilst Joyce's irony -or 'the Uncle Charles principle' -is celebrated, Hall's is entirely (dis)missed. Geographical movements in the novel -in particular, Stephen's relocation to the Sapphic metropolis of Paris -mark common ground between The Well and a number of key lesbian modernist texts. 38 In the move from Morton, the archetypal English country house, to Stephen's bildung or quest for self-realisation as an invert is ultimately abandoned, with other lesbian characters finding themselves stripped of their right to love and self-fulfilment by either an engagement (Mary) or death (Jamie and Barbara).
At the same time, the outcome of Hall's novel need not spell disaster for congenital inverts. Although Stephen's failure to be a man essentially results in the novel's unhappy ending, Hall's inclusion of Valérie Seymour -a character who expresses exasperation ('"Of all the curious situations I've ever been in, this one beats the lot!"') at Stephen's 'mad' decision to martyr herself (p. 508) -directs attention towards the possibility of a more promising conclusion for Hall's heroine.
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The Yorkshire Evening Post's detailed, and largely enthusiastic, review of The Well advanced the opinion that Hall 'loaded the dice a trifle heavy' against Stephen, with the novel's bleak ending signifying 'somewhat tiresome, because unnecessary, conventionality'. 43 I would suggest that Hall chooses a 'conventional'
ending not only to evoke sympathy for her cause but also to emphasise the extent to which she is appropriating the institution of heterosexual romantic fiction. 44 By hinting towards alternative outcomes but ultimately ending her novel with a proposed marriage and a metaphorical death, Hall foregrounds her deft manipulation of the genre's established 'rules'.
Unlike those who favoured 'experiment', and instead of tracing a new (and obscure) path for 
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Given her investment in writers' and readers' abilities to 'imagine true', and her personal taste for both reality and escapism, Hall was of the opinion that the real and the romantic cannot be segregated into two opposing camps.
The 'other-worldy' quality favoured by Hall corresponds with the defining features of romantic fiction according to commentators as diverse as Henry James and Fredric Jameson.
In the preface to The American (1907), James summarises romance as that which 'we never can directly know; […] that which deals with experience liberated […] from the conditions that we usually know to attach to it'. 48 Jameson, in an essay on 'Magical Narratives:
Romance as Genre ' (1975) , claims that the romance narrative is shaped by the 'ideological phenomenon […] of Otherness' -in short, the binary opposition of good and 'evil', with evil simply signifying that which is 'Other, alien, different, strange, unclean, and unfamiliar'.
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To note a novel's romantic attributes is not, for James or Jameson, to suggest that its story is necessarily implausible or fanciful: the events within a novel may be classed as 'other' simply in their distinction from the everyday. For Hall, writing a novel that would detail the social exclusion of an 'outlandish' (p. 110) figure, the romance narrative's tension between 'good' and 'other' was there to be exploited: in The Well, that which is other is ultimately good. The endeavour to 'liberate' experience from conditions imposed by cultural norms is in line with Stephen's call for God to grant 'the right to our existence' (p. 512) at the end of the novel; in this sense, the conclusion of The Well is remarkably consonant with the objective of romance as James perceives it. If romance encapsulates 'the things that can reach us only through the beautiful circuit and subterfuge of our thought and desire' (James, p. 32) and that which is 'Other' (Jameson), then the suitability of the romance genre for a writer of a 'lesbian novel' is clear. Whilst it may, to some, indicate an unsophisticated excess of sentimentality or 'overwrought' style, the 'romantic' label signifies that which is enigmatic and unreachable but which resides within. In its very nature, romance is queer. 
